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Press Release – Dienst Verpackungstechnik GmbH
Further P3 standard cartoners guarantee reliable replenishment
Right after burgers and spaghetti bolognese, pizza is said to be the most popular dish
worldwide. So that no bottleneck can arise, two further P3 cartoners for pizza are ready
for delivery. The machines have been produced in the shortest possible time and are
going to a customer from the neighboring country. The customer belongs to the
largest food producer of frozen food in his country. In addition to their own market,
they serve the entire EU as well as Eastern Europe and overseas.
What else convinced him apart from the reliability, the full equipment and the high
quality of the machines? "Plug and Play" is the magic word, and this is what the
customer wanted. Starting production ad-hoc and saving costs.
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Since 1988, we have been the
premium manufacturer in the
field of horizontal cartoners in
the food industry. In addition,
we carry machines from the
Top Load and End of Line
ranges.
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The exhibition cartoner presented at Fachpack 2019 is already equipped with
everything needed for the flexible production of pizzas or frozen baked goods. With a
delivery time of only 4 months, customers can fast and easily enter into another
production line at any time.
The P3 horizontal standard cartoner processes 7 different carton formats with
different product formations. A maximum of 160 incoming folding boxes can be run.
“More" information can be given personally on site in our factory in Hofheim (of course
under Corona safety precautions), naturally by phone via our sales team and by visiting
the homepage with the following link:
https://www.dienst-packsystems.de/produkte-106/side-load/hk-P3-PizzaStandardkartonierer.html
Get in touch – we shall be delighted.

Please contact us if you are
interested in the P3 video.

